The icing on the cake is melting
I am White Eagle.
The icing on the cake is melting. You ask why the cake is crumbling. The ice is
melting faster than even the scientists have imagined. It is the age of Aquarius, the
Water-Bearer, and the Earth is becoming the water-bearer – water that purifies all ,
that washes all within its path, that makes everything clean. There is nothing it
does not touch, nothing it cannot lift up from the land, root and all. The land is
thus purified and made whole once again.
And so too the Spirit of the Waters sweeps over every soul, marking the new
beginning for each and every one. Each person shall begin anew, clean of all
imperfections, wholly arrayed in the Light that the waterfall has revealed.
The Light just is a gleam in a bubble of water. The water reflects the light. And so
you are all beads of water, lined up one by one, all reflecting the Light – the Light is
in you, it is around you, it radiates out of you.
Water is the key. It is the pearl of origination. It is the essence of creation.
Water, the first element. In a bead of water, all life is contained. There you find all
that is necessary for life. Water assumes any shape. It is wholly malleable yet it is
completely powerful for its essence is the breath of life.
For in that Bubble of Light all humanity is like a string of beads – a pearl necklace,
each one perfect in and of itself, each one radiating perfection, the Light of
perfection, the Light of holiness, the Light of wholeness and each is connected to
the other. Not one pearl is missing on the string of beads. Each one is counted.
Each one is independently rounded and molded to perfection by the Divine Creator,
the Divine Hand that moves all, creates all, molds all in its own image.
Therefore be like beads of light. Reflect the water within, the essence of life, the
beauty of life. Let that be reflected outward. That iridescent light glow comes from
each perfected bead of water.
Lift up your hearts, lift up your heads and see what is before you. Reverence the
water, the symbol of all life, the essence of life, the perfection of life, the holiness of
life, the Light everlasting reflected with such perfection – so too you are!
Hold that pearl in the palm of your hand, bless it, remember it is holy. It is you. It
is all humanity. It is all life. It is all that is, all that was and all that ever shall be.
Come then and be of the water, blessed and purified and made holy, within and
without. See your reflection in the Light that shines within. Speak now. Be holy.
Now. Bless you, my child, bless you. Amen.
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